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AA  WWaassttee  ooff  DDiissttaassttee   
Dear Postulants and Professed members, 

There is an old Latin saying that runs De gustibus non est disputandum, meaning it is pointless to 

dispute and argue over personal tastes in food. If your friend does not share your predilection for apples 

over bananas, then your arguments to convince him that a Pink Lady is better than a Lady Finger are 

doomed to failure. Bananas simply please his palate more and that is an end of the matter. You would 

just as hopelessly try to convince him that your favourite colour was better than his. 

There is one category of tastes however about which there is no dispute: our common distaste for suffering 

and pain. 

Just as giving a smile is universally understood as affirmation, so the experience of suffering is 

universally felt as abhorrent. 

It is impossible to enjoy suffering as such, claims to the contrary notwithstanding. Any apparent or 

claimed ‘enjoyment’ of evil is actually an enjoyment of a healthy threads of goodness inevitably mixed into 

any evil, like damaged faded and frayed threads in an otherwise good fabric. At the very least, the 

satisfaction of doing one’s own will can always be enjoyed, no matter how perverse the action intended.  

Given this repulsion, therefore, our lives may become an endless avoidance of the distasteful. This is all 

the more problematic in our age of instant gratification and immediate mitigation of many physical 

discomforts. But is this the approach proper for a Catholic? 

Our vetus homo, or ‘old man’, as St Paul says, would indeed relentlessly seek ingenious ways to avoid all 

hindrances to our gratification. But our post-baptismal self, our soul regenerated and remade into the 

likeness of Christ, is now in a unique relationship with these many miniature crucifixions. Therefore, 

what used to be dead-ends are now steps to sanctity. All pains can now become golden gains through the 

alchemy of the Cross. 

In Seminary there was a foreign student (he ultimately left and was not ordained) for whom I had an 

unreasoned revulsion and distaste. I would naturally avoid his conversation during recreation times and 

dreaded time alone with him. There was nothing remotely rational in my feelings, since this seminarian 
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was a model of mild manners and kindness. I told my spiritual director about my revulsion and he 

encouraged me to heroically agere contra or ‘go against’ my natural (but twisted) inclination. 

Thenceforward I tried (all too infrequently, I’m afraid) to now and then open friendly conversation with 

him, which often took a supreme act of my weak will. Funnily enough, the distaste dissipated somewhat 

with each attempt to talk with him. And here is another principle of the moral life to remember: both love 

and hatred increase at compound interest. That is to say, acts of willed love increase our affective love for 

a person, and willed acts of hatred increase our affective hatred for them. If you want to feel even 

affective and emotional love for someone, do acts of kindness and forgiveness toward them. 

I assume you all want to be saints, otherwise you would not be in the 3rd Order. Well, the saints did not 

waste their distastes and revulsions, but used them as rungs to climb upwards. 

How did Our Lord Himself enact this principle of the spiritual life, namely the embrace of distaste? It is 

important to remember that His perfect sensitivity and affections meant that all forms of unpleasantness 

were felt with an acuity beyond belief. Thus, for example, whereas we would have been somewhat 

numbed and disoriented by Judas’ kiss of betrayal, Our Divine Lord understood it to the depths and 

dregs. That kiss was a sword of sorrow splitting open His very soul. Omniscience comes with a cost. We, 

however, even in our best moments are somewhat dazed and foggy-headed in the presence of distaste. Not 

Our Lord. Nothing escaped His understanding and sensitivities. “My soul is sorrowful even unto death” 

expresses a divine distaste beyond our poor comprehension. 

Now may be a good time to examine ourselves and make a mental note of the things that regularly revolt 

us. Rather than run from them, let us pray to recognize them for what they really are: our ticket to 

Heaven. “Unless a man takes up his cross and follow Me, he cannot be my disciple”. The daily crosses 

confronting each of us differ considerably in type and frequency from person to person. They have been 

carefully crafted in the eternal mind of God to fit hand-in-glove our particular temperament and 

circumstances. To seek other ‘easier’ ones is to think we know better than God, like an ignorant and half-

anaesthetized patient clumsily grabbing the scalpel from the leading surgeon and ‘showing Him how it’s 

done’. 

Let us console our dear Saviour and thank Him for having voluntarily embraced distaste from the womb 

to the tomb. His stigmata are an eternal testimony of His approach to suffering. It is only His loving 

acceptance of them on our behalf that gives such value and merit to our own poor submission to them.  

Revulsion has been redeemed and sorrow has been sanctified. As we groan in this valley of tears may our 

groanings at least be those of living branches attached the Vine who is Christ, being daily pruned and 

thus perfected by the Heavenly Husbandman. 

In the Sacred Heart of Jesus, through the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 

Fr Jordie Stephens  

Spiritual Director of the Third Order of SSPX for Australia 

                                                                   


